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Dinner Bookings
& Makeup’s
South Bunbury:
Rose Hotel

Wednesday
6.15 for 6.45pm start,
0413 743 601 before 10 am

Bunbury:
Parade Hotel
Monday
6.00 for 6.30pm start
97212933

Bunbury Leschenault:
Lighthouse Beach
Resort
Wednesday
12.00 for 12.30pm start
0427 192828

APOLOGIES:
TO
www.rotarysouthbunb
President Stephen
ury.org
Roger Veen Sgt-atarms, by 10am by phone
0418 945 670
or email on
roger@veensdesigndraft
ing.com.au
Send Contributions &
Information for the
Bully to:
brian.castieau@integralife.com.a
u

Former NSW Premier Jack Lang taught Paul
Keating that the first rule of politics when
dealing with MP’s and the public is to be
aware of the analogy with the race track
where the horse called Self Interest will
usually be trying much harder than the rest of
the field. Cynical? probably. In reality more
common than most of us may think.

New logo for
2014-15

Horse Self
interest.
always
trying

Incoming Club President, Jim Stephen’s message is if our Club and
Rotary in general is to attract and retain new members, an appeal has to
be made to the self-interest of the younger generation, many of whom are
looking for contact with their elders who succeeded in their careers and
are willing to pass on their knowledge and perhaps offer to be their
mentor. Within our Club there is a wealth of experience and knowledge
gained in the real world which could be very appealing to Gen X and Y
who for all their outward show of knowing everything are not as
cocksure as they seem. The trick is to get young people in the door, show
them “what’s in it for me” and encourage/steer them to tap into the body
of knowledge and experience within the Club.
Jim would like to see every member bring a potential member every
week that falls into this category and appeals to everyone to make a
concerted effort to personally welcome them and introduce themselves.
First impressions do count!
In PP Stephen Hinton’s absence in Africa the normal changeover dinner
was put on hold. Once Stephen returns this will be revisited to recognise
Stephen’s excellent two years as Club President. Also Pres Jim and PP
Stephen will allocate members to the various committees.
Incoming President’s are allowed to choose two projects in their year.
Jim has selected the establishment of several outdoor exercise
1 | P stations
age
around Bunbury and “Jim’s Travel Odyssey” as the two he wants to
achieve in 2014-15.

Appointments to the Board and to special projects were announced. Treasurer: Glen Fraser, Secretary:
Glenys McDonald, Youth -Neil Sinclair, Public Relations- David Hamilton, Guest Speakers- Rod
Downe and Morris Johnston, Vocational- Mike Honeybell, Rotary Foundation-John Gray, Rotary
Gordon Clive
Golby,Pearson,
Dean Freeman
and Neil
Sinclair Agrizzi,
will be planning
and co-ordinating
the
InternationalChildren’s
Fair-Sandro
Club Protection
Officer-Dean
establishment
of exercise
stations
Bunbury.
Freeman,
Sergeant: Len
Andel (who
mayaround
be missing
on a/c of his firm winning a major contract in
Albany. Dawn Naylor may take on the role from January. Club Bulletin, Stephen Hinton.
Administrator incl Social events- Turk Ellis.
President Jim said there are road works planned for Dunstan St, Bunbury later this year. The Club
has the opportunity to earn a few $’s by acting as traffic controllers and possibly selling BBQ’s
sausages and rolls to motorists caught in the traffic queues. More on this later.
International: Director Clive Pearson:
Clive outlined the “Jim’s Odyssey” concept. It is based on President Jim’s view that because
members have all been working tirelessly on Club projects for many years; it would be good idea to
take time out for a bit of enjoyable R & R. The plan at this stage is for a Mediterranean cruise,
possibly on our own vessel, plus several on land visits. Participants would be responsible for getting
there and back by organising their own travel arrangements. Some may wish to extend their visit
after the joint exercise. Nothing has been set in stone as yet; Clive distributed a flyer to get people
thinking. One thought was a walk along the Cinque Terre on the W coast of Italy. Clive wants plenty
of ideas, thoughts, questions and comments on the overall proposal. So give it some thought and give
Clive a ring or send him an e-mail so he firm up a Mk 1 proposal.

Celebrations - July 2nd – July 9th
MEMBERS
Birthdays

PARTNERS’
Birthdays

WEDDING
Anniversaries

INDUCTION
Anniversaries

Gordon Golby 1/7

Ester Gillingham 6/7

Gwen & Wally Jones 3/7
49 yrs

Sandro Agrizzi- 1/7-26 yrs

Naru Pal
Peter Hill

1/7
9/7

Peter Hill- 1/7- 5 yrs
Dawn Naylor- 1/7- 4 yrs

Members Duties

July 2nd

July 9th

Host and Grace
Properties
Properties
Reception
Reception
Introduction
Thanks
Ticket sales
Fines
Raffle spinner

Glen Fraser
Terry Paini
Andy Perella
Glenys McDonald
Mike Presser
Terry Coote
Gordon Golby
Wally Jones
Dawn Naylor
Stewart Binnie

Glen Fraser
Terry Paini
Andy Perella
Glenys McDonald
Mike Presser
Terry Coote
Gordon Golby
Wally Jones
Dawn Naylor
Stewart Binnie

Please organise a replacement if you can’t attend and fill your duty role.
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